
HPM COMMITTEE ON DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION                                                19 NOVEMBER 2012 
 
ATTENDING: Jared Collins, Peggye Dilworth-Anderson, Susan Andrews, Laurel Files (taking notes), Tandrea 
Hilliard, Karen Ho (phone), Autumn Locklear, Delores McNair, Huyen Nguyen, Kristin Reiter, Danielle Remmy, 
Megan Roberts, Julian Rodgers, Jasmine Stringer, Jeffrey Simms, LeVelton Thomas, Bryan Weiner 

 
NOTES 

 

COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES 
Danielle Remmy opened a discussion about how we might better use social media—Twitter, Facebook, 
Linked-In—for maintaining visibility for CoDI activities and interests, in particular for prospective 
students. While Remmy helps to maintain HPM presence on all three of these sites, she felt that 
probably we should focus on Facebook. While she’s willing to help with posting items, she felt it would 
be more effective if the posts came from individuals rather than from the department (Danielle). 
 
Some suggestions included posting information about American Indian Heritage Month, SPH Minority 
Health Caucus events, etc. It was felt that individuals need to commit to regular posts. Jasmine Stringer 
agreed to posts items related to the Minority Health Caucus. Laurel Files said she’d contact Edgar 
Villanueva (MHA ’05, BSPH ’03), who is a member of the American Indian Health Board, to see if he’d 
add posts to the HPM Facebook page; (he’s a very regular Facebook user!). 
 
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION IN THE CLASSROOM 
The committee continued the discussion initiated at its last meeting, focusing on what faculty should do 
to facilitate/empower student inclusion, since it was felt that the professor needs to take the lead in 
establishing an inclusive climate. This includes readings that address or even indirectly involve insights 
regarding inclusion, and classroom discussion. The need to create truly heterogeneous groups for team 
work was emphasized. One suggestion was for the course instructor to get background information on 
students when the course begins, asking students to focus on what is unique about them. Karen Ho 
noted that it also is important to set norms for the teams; often, the team itself can do this. 
 
McNair pointed out that students are often more open in written exchange than they might be in person 
in the classroom, so perhaps instructors could use occasional online exchanges to discuss diversity 
issues. 
 
OTHER SUGGESTIONS 
Several other suggestions were made: 

• Add a diversity question on the admission application (or require it in the personal statement if 
not possible to change application)—e.g., What would you add to your cohort in terms of 
diversity?  [Laurel will follow up with Lynnette Jones and program directors] 

 
• Add a CoDI presentation to admission interview days (master's; PhD information day) 

[Laurel will follow up with Jones and program directors] 
 

• Tandrea Hilliard suggested that CoDI offer department-wide diversity challenges, to include 
discussion in classes, and prizes; this will need faculty commitment. See attached draft 
proposal. Comments can be sent to Tandrea, for discussion at the next CoDI meeting. 
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